A variational principle is obtained for the Burridge-Knopoff model for earthquake faults, and this paper considers an analytic approach that does not require linearization or perturbation.
Investigations of the dynamics of slowly driven threshold systems have triggered renewed interest in the nonlinear dynamics of earthquake faults. The governing equation describing dynamics of earthquake faults is the well-known Burridge-Knopoff equation [1] [2] [3] , which reads
where u t ¼ ou=ot, u is the normalized displacement, n is the normalized sound velocity, v is the dimensionless driving velocity, F is the dimensionless friction force.
Adomian [3] applied the decomposition method to the solution of the Burridge-Knopoff equation, in this paper, by the semi-inverse method [4, 5] , we obtain the following variational principle:
where U is calculated by the relation o ot
In view of finite element method [6] , the displacement u is approximated as
The variational equation (2) provides a more complete theoretical basis not only for the finite element applications [6] , but also for many direct variational methods such as RitzÕs, TrefftzÕs and KantorovitchÕs methods. We can easily obtain an oscillatory mode by the RitzÕs method.
